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Outline

• Some facts on the evolution and structure of trade imbalances

– Can they tell us something about drivers, dangers and 
remedies?

• Should trade imbalances be a cause for concern?

– What does economic theory tell us about trade imbalances? 
What might be the influence of trade policy?

• To what extent trade liberalisation or trade restrictions can help 
narrow trade imbalances?

– Selected results of counterfactual modelling simulations using 
the OECD CGE trade model METRO 



EVOLUTION AND STRUCTURE OF 
TRADE IMBALANCES
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The regional composition of imbalances 

has shifted towards advanced economies

Source: OECD calculations based on IMF Balance of Payments Statistics. (see Flaig et al., 2018)

Composition of global current account balances by regions, 2000-2016
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The regional composition of imbalances 

has shifted towards advanced economies

Source: IMF External Sector Report 2020.

Current Account Balances, 1990–2019 –the latest assessment by the IMF



Trade deficits or surpluses are highly 

persistent over time 
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Top fifteen surplus and deficit economies



Surplus dispersion and persistence of 

current account balances
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Countries with trade deficits tend to have goods 

deficits and services surpluses, and vice versa
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Composition of trade balances in main surplus and deficit economies, 2016



And having a deficit is correlated with 

having a revealed CA in services

9Source: Barattieri (2014)



Calculating trade balances in value added 

terms brings in additional insights
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Including on ‘triangular trade’
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Source: OECD calculations based on OECD Trade in Value Added (TiVA) statistics.

Bilateral composition of China and US trade balances in gross and value 

added terms



HOW MIGHT TRADE IMBALANCES 
BE LINKED TO TRADE POLICIES?
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Trade balances and net domestic 

saving are jointly determined

The famous current account savings/investment identity, at each point in time:

𝐶𝐴 = (𝑋 − 𝑀) + net income + transfers = (𝑆 − 𝐼 ) + (𝑇 − 𝐺) 

= (𝐹𝐴𝐵 – 𝐶𝑅𝐴)

interpretations:

• investment must be financed either by domestically generated savings or 

by funds made available from the rest of the world

• importing more than a country exports means that abroad is willing to 

channel their savings to lend to domestic agents, financing thereby the 

trade deficit

• capital flows can also drive the trade balance, for example through their 

impact on domestic demand (and imports) or the real exchange rate.

But it does not explain why countries may be investing more than they 

save (or importing more than they export), or if the causality runs from the 

saving/investment balance to trade balance or the other way around 13



With open financial markets CA imbalances allow 

countries to smooth consumption over time

• A textbook intertemporal determination of CA balances:

– Countries will run deficits today, by borrowing from abroad, in 

order to smooth consumption whenever income today is lower 

relative to future income, either due to temporary fall in income, 

or due to relatively higher expected future income growth (e.g. 

Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996).

• Structural factors which are thought to drive imbalances:

– Differences in levels of capital stock

– Differences in demographic structures and dynamics

– Resource endowments (e.g. Joy et al., 2018)
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So what is the issue? Are CA 

imbalances of concern?

15Source: OECD compilation on the basis of IMF’s External Sector Report  (2020)

To what extent do observed imbalances’ exceed what would be expected?

• 40% of imbalances deemed 

excessive

• Structural causes do not 

guarantee orderly unwinding

• Their build up argued to have 

contributed to past crises



What trade policy dimensions?

• Trade policy can jointly determine elements of S-I=X-M and thus 
shape imbalances:

– Swan (1955): ‘expenditure-reducing’ and ‘expenditure-switching’ policies are 
two alternative ways to reduce a trade deficit (and the level of 
output/employment)

– Deardorff (2010): Large enough policy distortions can lead to the 
accumulation of trade surpluses and deficits that work against a country‘s 
comparative advantage: they are welfare reducing and capital flows in the wrong 
direction

– Kowalski and Lesher (2011) current account imbalances can be a result of 
asymmetric liberalisation of goods and services across countries with 
different comparative advantage, including in an inter-temporally-consistent 
modelling framework (Barattieri, 2014)

– Joy et al. (2018): Even permanent changes in trade policy can lead to 
temporary (but sometimes long) current account imbalances if there are 
frictions in adjustments (e.g. such as consumption habits or sluggish capital 
adjustments) 

– In the limit, shutting down trade can eliminate a trade balance (but with high 
welfare costs). By the same token, there may be policies which remove 
distortions and reduce imbalances.
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HOW MIGHT TRADE POLICY 
INITIATIVES SHAPE 

IMBALANCES?
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• Multi-country, multi-sector, static computable general equilibrium 

(CGE) model 

• Incorporates several features of GVC participation such as

– Trade of intermediate products 

– Trade in  final products 

– Gross flows and trade in value added (TiVA) concepts. 

• Traces international interdependencies and macroeconomic 

identities in a theoretically and empirically consistent framework

i.e. 𝑆-I = X-M   fixed saving rate, no intertemporal optimisation

• Aggregations: G20 + ROW (good balance of surplus and deficits) 

and 20 key sectors 

• For more details:  https://www.oecd.org/trade/topics/metro-trade-

model/
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OECD METRO model

https://www.oecd.org/trade/topics/metro-trade-model/


Trade policy scenarios
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Sources: GTAP/MacMap for tariffs, OECD estimates for NTMs, OECD estimates for 

AVE of  OECD Services Trade Restrictiveness Index 



Trade liberalisation would have a notable 

effect on exports, imports, production, welfare
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Real GDP, percentage change

Source: METRO model simulations



It would also narrow some trade 

imbalances, mostly through tariff lib.

21
Source: METRO model simulations

% of GDP



Trade restrictions would significantly 

reduce GDP …
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Source: METRO model simulations



… with relatively small effects on

imbalances
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Source: METRO model simulations



Key takeaways

• Trade policy changes can in principle influence imbalances in short 

to medium run

• A co-ordinated liberalisation of current barriers:

– can help reduce imbalances to a small extent (≈ current barriers do not 

contribute to imbalances to a great extent) 

– has relatively large positive income and welfare implications

• Tariff wars:

– could in principle be used to reduce some imbalances 

– but their income and welfare effects are strongly negative

• Trade policy is thus not a miracle way of fixing imbalances but it can 

have some real effects (not a mirage either)

– Trade policy reforms should be considered as part of a broader set of structural 

reforms (e.g. to address export competitiveness of deficit countries)
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Thank you for your attention!
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Additional slides
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Tariff barriers imposed on imports and 

faced on exports (AGR + MNF)
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Source: METRO model database



Tariff barriers imposed on imports and 

faced on exports (AGR)
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Source: METRO model database



Tariff barriers imposed on imports and 

faced on exports (AGR)
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Source: METRO model database



AVEs for NTMs on goods, percent, 

trade-weighted average (before lib.)
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Source: METRO model database



Tax equivalent estimates of services trade 

restrictions - before reduction in simulation
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Source: OECD calculations based on the BvD Orbis and STRI databases; 

see Rouzet and Spinelli (2016)



Quantitative impacts of trade policy 

scenarios on trade balances
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Source: METRO model simulations
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